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LIFELINE is a Christian ministry committed to counsel in accordance with Christian insights. LIFELINE seeks and
acknowledges the support of the church and the wider community in enabling it to maintain its service.
Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc holds accreditation from Lifeline Australia Inc and through that body is affiliated with
Lifeline International.
Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc acknowledges the authority of the National Board of Lifeline Australia Inc.
Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc adopts and is supportive of Lifeline Australia Inc’s key statements, beliefs and shared values, which guide all relevant services and activities.

lifeline

northern beaches
who we are

how we help

c *9JL G> L@= F9LAGF9D &A>=DAF= F=LOGJC L@= D=9<AF?
provider of suicide prevention services in Australia.
c -=JNAF? L@= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K 9J=9 >GJ GN=J 
years.
c F AF<=H=F<=FL GJ?9FAK9LAGF OAL@ 9 DG;9D G9J<
serving the needs of our local community.
c  J=?AKL=J=< ;@9JALQ JMF :Q K9D9JA=< KL9>> KMHHGJL=<
:Q EGJ= L@9F  NGDMFL==JK

1= HJGNA<= ;JAKAK KMHHGJL H=JKGF9D ;GMFK=DDAF?
support group or other services to those
experiencing issues such as:

our mission
c .G HJGNA<= IM9DALQ  @GMJ L=D=H@GF= ;JAKAK KMHHGJL
and associated services to help the community.
c &A>=DAF=K HJG?J9EK 9J= :9K=< GF 9 @JAKLA9F NAKAGF
of caring for people of all backgrounds and
circumstances.

c :MK=
c <<A;LAGF
c ?= J=D9L=< AKKM=K
c F?=J
c FPA=LQ
c =HJ=KKAGF
c GE=KLA; NAGD=F;=
c E=J?=F;Q J=DA=>
c AF9F;A9D @9J<K@AH
c !JA=> 9F< DGKK
c 9EADQ 9F< J=D9LAGFK@AH AKKM=K
c &A>= <=;AKAGFK
c &GF=DAF=KK 9F< AKGD9LAGF
c (=O H9J=FLK
c *JG:D=E ?9E:DAF?
c +MALLAF? KEGCAF?
c -=D> =KL==E
c -M:KL9F;= 9:MK=
c -MA;A<9D L@GM?@LK
c -LJ=KK
c -MA;A<= :=J=9N=E=FL

what we do
Suicide in Australia
c 1= @=DH LG J=DA=N= <AKLJ=KK 9F< KM>>=JAF? ;9MK=< :Q
crisis situations.
c )MJ K=JNA;=K 9J= HJGNA<=< LG GMJ ;GEEMFALQ L@JGM?@
phone, face-to-face and support group channels.
c 1= 9J= H9JL G> &A>=DAF=K F9LAGFOA<=    K=JNA;=
O@A;@ HJGNA<=K  @GMJK 9 <9Q  <9QK H=J O==C
assistance to those in need.
c 1= ;GFF=;L H=GHD= 9L JAKC GJ L@=AJ >9EADA=K OAL@
care that helps them through their crisis, no matter
what it might be.

c 'GJ= H=GHD= <A= >JGE KMA;A<= AF
Australia than from skin cancer. *
c -MA;A<= J=E9AFK L@= D=9<AF? ;9MK=
G> <=9L@ >GJ MKLJ9DA9FK 9?=<  
c GJ =N=JQ ;GEHD=L=< KMA;A<= AL AK
=KLAE9L=< L@9L 9K E9FQ 9K 
H=GHD= 9LL=EHL
c .@9LK EGJ= L@9F GF= F=O 9LL=EHL
in Australia, every 10 minutes.
-GMJ;= - 9MK=K G> =9L@ 
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Our strategy & challenges
Lifeline’s Strategic Framework
OUR VISION

An Australia free of suicide

.G KMHHGJL MKLJ9DA9FK AF LAE=K G> ;JAKAK 9F< =IMAH AF<ANA<M9DK 9F< ;GEEMFALA=K
to be resilient and suicide-safe

OUR PURPOSE
OUR STRATEGIC
FOUNDATIONS

OUR SERVICES

OUR STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES
(ENABLERS)

c *JGNA<= ;JAKAK KMHHGJL
K=JNA;=K   L@9L @=DH
change the focus in
people’s lives from crisis
to opportunity

c *JGEGL= =EGLAGF9D
wellbeing

c Build community capacity

  
)FDAF= -=JNA;=K
Community information
services
Crisis support services

*9L@_F<=J LG K=JNA;=K
*JGEGLAF? =EGLAGF9D @=9DL@
and wellbeing
*JGEGLAF? NGDMFL==JAF?
Advocacy

Lifeline Learning
Community education
Education of other
agencies and
professional groups

c ,=>G;MK K=JNA;= HJGNAKAGF GF KMA;A<= HJ=N=FLAGF L@JGM?@ ;JAKAK
support and connection
c FKMJ= GMJ JGD=K J=D9LAGFK@AHK 9F< ?GN=JF9F;= KMHHGJL GMJ
purpose
c -MKL9AF GMJ K=JNA;=K
c #F`M=F;= 9F< 9<NG;9L=
c '=9KMJ= GMJ AEH9;L

)MJ %=Q @9DD=F?=K L &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K


3.

5.
6.


9.
10.

GFLAFM=< =PH9FKAGF G> GMJ    ;9H9;ALQ
=DAN=JAF? L9J?=L=< K=JNA;=K 9DA?F=< LG ;GEEMFALQ F==<K
Increasing revenues and financial efficiencies of our retail activities
#F;J=9KAF? J=N=FM=K >JGE =N=FLK KHGFKGJK@AHK 9F< 9DDA9F;=K
Attracting financial donations
Increasing volunteer numbers, and optimising the way we involve our volunteers
#F;J=9KAF? =F?9?=E=FL OAL@ L@= DG;9D ;GEEMFALQ AF;DM<AF? DG;9D :MKAF=KK=K 9F< K;@GGDK
'9CAF? L@= EGKL G> L@= GHHGJLMFALA=K HJ=K=FL=< :Q F=O L=;@FGDG?A=K
Ensuring high standards of interactions and synergies across the organisation
Ensuring the highest standards of professionalism in all our activity
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from our

chairman
It is now fifty years since
L@= ,=N J -AJ D9F
19DC=J AFLJG<M;=< LG GMJ
community the innovative
concept of connection and
care through the medium of
9   L=D=H@GF= K=JNA;=
.@AK ;GF;=HL O9K L9C=F MH
forty-five years ago by the
members of the Balgowlah
'=L@G<AKL @MJ;@ FGO
the Uniting Church, to
form what we know today
9K &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K .@AK ;=FLJ= @9K <=N=DGH=<
into one of the strongest of the forty-plus centres of
the national service, providing a wide range of care and
support services to the community at large.
It is through this legacy of vision, hard work, and dedication
to care for others in need, or in a time of crisis, that we are
able to offer all the services that we provide today.
1@ADKL    AK GMJ ;GJ= :MKAF=KK GL@=J >MF;LAGFK `GO
GF <AJ=;LDQ >JGE 9F AFALA9D ;GFF=;LAGF L@JGM?@    LG
make up the wide range of support services now provided.
=FLJ9D LG GMJ HJGNAKAGF G> L@=K= K=JNA;=K 9J= L@=  HDMK
NGDMFL==JK OAL@GML O@GE O= ;GMD< FGL >MF;LAGF 1= 9J=
blessed with a group of highly motivated people who work
tirelessly in our shops, our warehouse, our book fairs and
in administrative capacities to assist our committed and
devoted staff to ensure our telephone crisis supporters
and counsellors are able to function and maintain our
valued position as one of the highest performing centres
across the national service.
As with other charities, we are finding the charity dollar
increasingly difficult to obtain and so we are continually
seeking new and innovative approaches to achieve this
end.

9FFA=DD= '9;C=FRA= @9K FGO :==F AF L@= JGD= G> ) >GJ
9 >MDD LO=DN= EGFL@K MJAF? L@AK LAE= 9 ;GEHJ=@=FKAN=
review of our activities has been undertaken to ensure
we maximise our opportunities in every sphere of our
operations, whilst meeting the necessary regulatory
standards.
9FFA=DD=K =PH=JLAK= @9K 9DJ=9<Q :==F J=;G?FAK=< :Q @=J
;GMFL=JH9JLK 9F< L@= F9LAGF9D G>_;= 9DAC= 1= 9J= AF<==<
>GJLMF9L= LG @9N= 9 ) G> L@= ;9DA:J= G> 9FFA=DD=
MJAF? L@= H9KL Q=9J L@= G9J< G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF
Beaches was instrumental in convening a special general
meeting of Lifeline Australia to address concerns over
L@= HJGHGK=< KLJ9L=?A; <AJ=;LAGF :=AF? 9<NG;9L=< .@AK
resulted in a change of direction which will ensure a more
collegiate approach and a more acceptable way forward
for the national service. Further, we are represented on a
number of national office committees, which provides us
both input and insight going forward.
.G 9DD GMJ ;GEEMFALQ KMHHGJL=JK :=F=>9;LGJK 9F< L@=
families of those who volunteer, we acknowledge with
thanks your outstanding ongoing support. And we gratefully
acknowledge those who over the past forty-six years have
D=>L MK OAL@ 9 D=?9;Q G> O@A;@ L@=Q ;9F BMKLDQ := HJGM< .G
the officers and members of Balgowlah Rotary, our special
thanks.
.@= G9J< LG?=L@=J OAL@ GMJ ) @9N= 9<<J=KK=< 9 N=JQ
;@9DD=F?AF? Q=9J .G EQ N=JQ =FL@MKA9KLA; 9F< @9J< OGJCAF?
G9J< ;GDD=9?M=K 9F< ) QGMJ KMHHGJL <AJ=;LAGF 9F<
involvement is highly valued and very much appreciated.

Barry J. Williams
Chairman

H9?= 

from our

Chief Executive Officer

As we expected from the
outset, this has certainly
been a year of challenge
and change. But it has also
been a year of exciting
new initiatives. I am proud
of the way our staff have
embraced the path of
change that we are on, and
have contributed positively
to the new directions we are
pursuing in so many areas
of the organisation.
For me personally, the highlights of this reporting period
@9N= AF;DM<=< L@= GH=FAF? G> L@= F=O '9FDQ K@GH AF
=;=E:=J :=AF? H9JL G> L@= (9L@9F -9OQ=J '=EGJA9D
-MJ> =KLAN9D AF $MF= 9F< 9LL=F<AF? &A>=DAF= MKLJ9DA9K L@
FFAN=JK9JQ ;=D=:J9LAGF 9L !GN=JFE=FL "GMK= AF '9J;@
Each of these events was significant in a different way.

=PH=JA=F;= # @9N= @9< KAF;= BGAFAF? &A>=DAF= .@= LJ9?A;
KMA;A<= G> L@AK  Q=9J GD< DG;9D ;GDD=?= KLM<=FL KMJ>=J
and boxer has galvanised the local surfing community into
mounting this annual surfing event in memory of him, and
to promote awareness of teenage suicide. Lifeline is proud
and honoured to be a beneficiary. Involvement in an event,
and a collaborative partnership, such as this, provides
us with a valuable opportunity for outreach into the local
community, particularly to the young audience that we
need to ‘speak’ to much more.
.@AJ<DQ &A>=DAF= MKLJ9DA9K L@ FFAN=JK9JQ ;=D=:J9LAGF
O9K 9 N=JQ EGNAF? G;;9KAGF AF 9 <A>>=J=FL O9Q .@= =N=FL
paid tribute to our organisation’s fifty years of community
service in Australia and provided a powerful reminder of
why we are all here. But at the same time, the event also
pointed future-wards, to the needs, opportunities and
changes we will be addressing – nationally and locally – as
we move into the next fifty years.
.OG EGJ= AEHGJL9FL L@AF?K >JGE L@= D9KL Q=9Jh

!=LLAF? L@= '9FDQ K@GH MH 9F< JMFFAF? AF L@= ;GMFL<GOF
to Christmas was a great team effort, and the launch –
9F< KM:K=IM=FL KAP EGFL@K LJ9<AF? a @9N= :==F 9 @M?=
KM;;=KK #F E9FQ O9QK L@= '9FDQ K@GH AK =E:D=E9LA; G>
GMJ >MLMJ= <AJ=;LAGF AF J=L9ADAF? 1= 9J= EGNAF? GMJ K@GHK
way above and beyond the traditional notion of the ‘op
K@GH )MJ KLGJ=K LG<9Q 9J= >MF DAN=DQ HD9;=K LG K@GH JA<AF?
the wave of renewed ‘green’ interest in recycled clothing
and the huge current demand for retro and vintage
fashions.
-=;GF<DQ 9LL=F<AF? L@= (9L@9F -9OQ=J ;GEE=EGJ9LAN=
KMJ_F? >=KLAN9D AF $MF= O9K HJG:9:DQ L@= EGKL AFKHAJAF?
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At Christmas we bade farewell to two retiring team
members, whose loyal and long-standing service has made
a real difference to our organisation. It was sad to farewell
1QF -EAL@ 9F< JAKLAF9 4<JGQCGOKCA O@G @9< :==F OAL@
us for over twenty years and three years respectively. But
what an outstanding contribution they have made over the
Q=9JK 1@9L 9F =P9EHD= LG 9DD G> MK .@= OGJC L@=Q @9N=
done over their many years of service has helped make
&A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K O@9L AL AK LG<9Q 1= GO= L@=E 9
huge amount of gratitude, and we wish both of them very
happy retirements.

)N=J L@= D9KL Q=9J O= @9N= 9DKG O=D;GE=< 9 FME:=J G>
F=O >9;=K LG GMJ L=9E :GL@ KL9>> 9F< NGDMFL==JK .G 9DD #
=PL=F< 9 O9JE O=D;GE= )MJ NGDMFL==JK 9J= H=J@9HK GMJ
GJ?9FAK9LAGFK ?J=9L=KL 9KK=L G> 9DD .@=Q 9J= D9J?=DQ L@=
reason we make such a positive impact in the community –
KGE=L@AF? L@9L O9K J=`=;L=< AF L@= 9O9J<K >GJ =P;=DD=F;=
J=;=AN=< >JGE ,GL9JQ '9FDQ GMF;AD 9F< .@= =FLJ= GJ
0GDMFL==JAF? D9KL -=HL=E:=J :Q '9JQ &QF9K ,G::A= AJ<
9F< !D=FA;= D9F< AF J=;G?FALAGF G> L@= 9E9RAF? OGJC L@=Q
do and the vital part they play.
In the first months of the new financial year we will be
undertaking a survey to find out more about what skills,
experience, enthusiasms and professional contacts
and networks we might have in our ‘talent pool’ of more
L@9F >GMJ @MF<J=< NGDMFL==JK .@= AF>GJE9LAGF J=;=AN=<
as the result of this survey will enable us to much better
match future volunteering roles and opportunities with the
individual volunteers who might be most interested and
:=KL =IMAHH=< LG @=DH MK
.@= KMJN=Q AK BMKL GF= G> L@= AFALA9LAN=K J=KMDLAF? >JGE 9DD
the strategy work we have been undertaking over the last
year. Area by area, we are reviewing every aspect of our
organisation, in order to improve our business efficiencies
and effectiveness, and better understand the opportunities
available to us to increase our revenue streams so that
we can continue to fulfil our mission - to relieve distress
and suffering in the community by providing targeted,
appropriate crisis management services.

Q=9J 9@=9< ML L@=J= OADD := GHHGJLMFALA=K LGG )MJ C=Q
organisational priorities for the year ahead include:
c L@= 9M<ALAF? G> GMJ K=JNA;=K HJG?J9E 9F< L@=
aligning of our services to community needs and to
national guidelines;
c AF;J=9KAF? GMJ ;GEEMFALQ HJG_D=
c L@= ;J=9LAGF G> 9 ,=L9AD <ANAKAGF O@A;@ OADD :JAF? GMJ
shops, fairs, fetes, sourcing and warehousing under one
management umbrella;
c L9CAF? 9<N9FL9?= G> F=O L=;@FGDG?Q GHHGJLMFALA=K a
which will include the launch of our new website and a
renewed focus on social media;
c 9;@A=NAF? EGJ= H9JLF=JK@AHK OAL@ DG;9D :MKAF=KK=K 9F<
community organisations
c 9F< AF;J=9KAF? 9F< AEHJGNAF? KQF=J?A=K :=LO==F 9DD
the different parts of our organisation.
2012-13 has been a milestone year for our organisation
nationally – and a year in which here on the Northern
Beaches, we have laid the foundations of a future rich with
opportunity. I believe that the work our team has done
during this time has put us in the best possible position
to make the most of the opportunities ahead of us, and
to increase our capability to deliver greater value to our
;GEEMFALQ AF   9F< :=QGF< # L@9FC L@= G9J< 9F<
staff for investing their trust in my leadership, and for all
the support I have received over the past year.

1AL@ F9LAGF9D J=>GJEK 9F< ;GEEMFALQ F==<K ;@9F?AF?
there will be further challenge and change over the
9FFA=DD= '9;C=FRA=
@A=> P=;MLAN= )>_;=J
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services

& support groups

Lifeline Northern Beaches
Client Services
AF9F;A9D GMFK=DDAF?
-MA;A<= *J=N=FLAGF 9F< JAKAK -MHHGJL
.@=    L=D=H@GF= ;JAKAK KMHHGJL DAF= AK &A>=DAF=K
core service. It makes suicide intervention and mental
health support services accessible to anyone, anywhere,
9FQLAE= <9Q GJ FA?@L  O==CK G> L@= Q=9J )MJ .=D=H@GF=
JAKAK -MHHGJL=JK .- @=DH ;9DD=JK _F< AEE=<A9L= J=DA=>
from their distress, by exploring coping strategies and
the options available to the caller. In a typical year at our
9D?GOD9@ =FLJ= GMJ  .- NGDMFL==JK 9FKO=J EGJ=
than 30,000 calls from those
in crisis.

&A>=DAF= -MA;A<= JAKAK -MHHGJL 9F< 9J=
,AF? *JG?J9EK
Lifeline Northern Beaches offers three inter-connecting
telephone support programs, covering a period of 2-8
weeks, for those experiencing suicidal thoughts, or for
concerned family members, and those who are lonely
9F< AKGD9L=< .@= C=Q G:B=;LAN=K G> L@=K= HJG?J9EK 9J= LG
reduce the risk of suicide, to support the isolated, and to
link clients to professional and community services.

*=JKGF9D GMFK=DDAF?
At Lifeline Northern Beaches we have more than two
<GR=F LJ9AF=< >9;= LG >9;= ;GMFK=DDGJK >GJ AF<ANA<M9DK 9F<
couples, available both during and after business hours,
daytime, evenings and weekends.
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A face-to-face counselling service for those experiencing
financial difficulties, ranging from budgeting to bankruptcy.
)MJ AF9F;A9D GMFK=DDGJK 9AE LG =EHGO=J L@= ;DA=FL LG
become financially independent and ultimately take control
of their own financial affairs.

E=J?=F;Q ,=DA=>
Lifeline Northern Beaches provides financial and material
assistance to individuals and families facing financial
difficulties. Emergency Relief services such as ours are an
important gateway to other services that can help people
develop self-reliance and support them, as they work
towards a longer-term solution to meeting their ongoing
needs.

.@= GEEMFALQ 0AKALGJK -;@=E=
.@= GEEMFALQ 0AKALGJK -;@=E= AK 9 GEEGFO=9DL@
!GN=JFE=FL AFALA9LAN= LG =KL9:DAK@ DAFCK :=LO==F H=GHD=
living in an aged care facility and their local community.
.@JGM?@ L@AK K;@=E= 9 &A>=DAF= NGDMFL==J NAKALK 9 J=KA<=FL
one to one, once a fortnight, bringing friendship and a
K=FK= G> 8KGE=GF= O@G ;9J=K LG L@=AJ 8 JA=F< .@=K= NAKALK
take place in seven nursing homes and four hostels on the
(GJL@=JF =9;@=K >JGE '9FDQ LG GDD9JGQ

Lifeline Northern Beaches
Support Groups*
'=FK F?=J  -MHHGJL !JGMH
FPA=LQ '9F9?=E=FL
)N=J  O==CK L@AK ?JGMH HJGNA<=K HJ9;LA;9D KLJ9L=?A=K
for managing anxiety, eliminating unhelpful thinking and
learning how to deal with worry.

=HJ=KKAGF !JGMH
=HJ=KKAGF AK J=D9LAN=DQ ;GEEGF :ML MF>GJLMF9L=DQ E9FQ
people with depression fail to recognise it or to get help.
But, with the right help and treatment, many sufferers of
<=HJ=KKAGF ?G GF LG D=9< @9HHQ HJG<M;LAN= DAN=K .@AK AK
an ongoing open group providing practical strategies for
coping with depression.

EGLAGF9D 1=DD :=AF? >GJ *JGKH=;LAN= 9F<
(=O *9J=FLK
.@AK ?JGMH HJGNA<=K N9DM9:D= KMHHGJL AF F=?GLA9LAF? L@=
relationship hurdles and other challenges that are part of
adjusting to life as a family.

!JA=> 9F< &GKK
Feelings of loss and grief can be experienced after we lose
KGE=GF= GJ KGE=L@AF? L@9L O= ;9J= 9:GML .@AK KMHHGJL
group allows people to understand grief and its many
forms.

.@AK O==CDQ ?JGMH ?AN=K H9JLA;AH9FLK L@= AF>GJE9LAGF
and tools they need to identify their anger triggers, plus
strategies to manage their anger in more effective ways.

-=D> KL==E F< GEEMFA;9LAGF -CADDK
GJ 1GE=F
.@= :=DA=>K O= ?9AF 9:GML GMJK=DN=K 9K ;@AD<J=F ;9F @GD<
us back from becoming the person we would like to be. In
this group, participants learn how to build self-acceptance
and self-esteem through identifying and changing the selfcritical habits of thinking that foster low self-esteem.

-MA;A<= =J=9N=E=FL -MHHGJL !JGMH
.@AK AK 9F GH=F ?JGMH 9F< H=GHD= 9J= N=JQ O=D;GE= LG
<JGH AF 9K L@=Q >==D L@= F==< )MJ H9JLA;AH9FLK _F< L@9L
sharing their experience with others in a similar situation
can be an invaluable means of relieving the intense pain
associated with suicide bereavement.

1GE=FK !JGMH
&A>= <G=KFL @9N= LG := 9:GML 8BMKL C==HAF? ?GAF? .@AK
group provides a safe, mutually-supportive environment for
women to give voice to their issues and draw strength from
sharing their stories with others who have gone through
similar experiences.

.@= LAEAF? 9F< >J=IM=F;Q G> ?JGMHK <=H=F<K GF <=E9F<
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-MA;A<= *J=N=FLAGF
9F< JAKAK -MHHGJL
Every day six Australians complete suicide. For every completed suicide there are an estimated 30 people who attempt
KMA;A<= 9F< =N=F EGJ= H=GHD= O@G L@AFC 9:GML KMA;A<= =N=JQ <9Q -MA;A<= AK L@= D=9<AF? ;9MK= G> <=9L@ AF E=F MF<=J
L@= 9?= G>  9F< OGE=F MF<=J L@= 9?= G> 
-9NAF? DAN=K a KMA;A<= HJ=N=FLAGF 9F< ;JAKAK KMHHGJL a AK L@= JGD= G> L@=    K=JNA;= &A>=DAF= AK 9N9AD9:D= LO=FLQ >GMJ
hours a day to provide care and support for people overwhelmed by their current situation. Calls to Lifeline are free
from mobile telephones, which means we are often the only organisation some callers can reach.

13 11 14 calls by age group
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!J9H@ AK :9K=< GF ;9DDK LG    9FKO=J=< :Q &&( .- L=9E

*=GHD= G> 9DD 9?=K ;9DD &A>=DAF= >JGE L=F Q=9J GD<K :=AF? :MDDA=< 9L K;@GGD LG =A?@LQ Q=9J GD<K >==DAF? DGF=DQ 9F< OGJL@D=KK
in the nursing home. Each person’s crisis is individual to them, and our crisis supporters respond with empathy,
unconditional positive regard and respect, helping to relieve the caller’s distress and to identify their strengths and
GHLAGFK 1= AF;DM<= 9 KMA;A<= JAKC 9KK=KKE=FL AF ;9DDK O@A;@ =F9:D=K ;9DD=JK LG <AK;MKK 9FQ <9JC L@GM?@LK L@=Q EA?@L
have with someone who cares.
Australians die from suicide every day, while many more people attempt or consider suicide. Lifeline provides support for
these people in crisis as well as the families and friends caring for them, or grieving for them.
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DD GMJ .=D=H@GF= JAKAK -MHHGJL=JK .- ;GEHD=L= 9
nationally accredited training program which includes
specialised suicide prevention training. Next year we will
HJGNA<= '=FL9D "=9DL@ AJKL A< LJ9AFAF? LG 9DD GMJ ;JAKAK
supporters. A large number of callers have mental health
issues and evidence has shown that telephone support
can be a cost effective response to the needs of these
people, helping them to feel safe and supported.

.=D=H@GF= JAKAK -MHHGJL=JK 9J= 9E9RAF? NGDMFL==JK O@G
give generously of their time to respond to callers as
well as attend supervision and professional development
J=IMAJ=E=FLK >GJ 9;;J=<AL9LAGF .@=AJ OGJC AK :GL@
challenging and rewarding, and I thank each one for their
;GEEALE=FL :GL@ LG IM9DALQ 9F< NGDME= G> ;9DDK 9FKO=J=<

13 11 14 calls by gender
13 11 14 calls by relationship status

62%

34%

38%
20%

19%

12%
9%

De-facto

7%

Divorced

Never
married

Married

Separated

Widowed

!J9H@ AK :9K=< GF ;9DDK LG    9FKO=J=< :Q &&( .- L=9E

Last year 150 Lifeline Northern Beaches crisis supporters
9FKO=J=<   ;9DDK 1= @9N= F=O KLM<=FLK ;GEHD=LAF?
their supervised shifts who will add to our call answer
;9H9;ALQ )N=J L@= H9KL Q=9J O= @9N= AF;J=9K=< GMJ
contribution to the network, and are looking to respond
LG =N=F EGJ= ;9DD=JK AF L@= >MLMJ= .@9FCK LG 9 ?=F=JGMK
donation, we have been able to renovate and expand
L@= H@GF= JGGE .- !=F=NA=N= MJR=J <=KA?F=< L@=
F=O D9QGML O@A;@ =F9:D=K EGJ= `=PA:ADALQ 9F< ?AN=K MK
increased capacity to meet the call demand at peak times.
#F M?MKL L@= F9LAGF9D &A>=DAF= 1GJC GJ;= '9F9?=E=FL
-QKL=E OADD ;GEE=F;= OAL@ NAKA:ADALQ G> ;9DD <=E9F< 9F<
volunteer availability so that we can adapt to meet the
needs of the community.

Female

Male

!J9H@ AK :9K=< GF ;9DDK LG    9FKO=J=< :Q &&( .- team

.@= L=9E G> #F -@A>L -MHHGJL a :GL@ H9A< KL9>> 9F<
volunteers – has completed additional training this year to
;GEHDQ OAL@ F=O F9LAGF9D J=IMAJ=E=FLK 'Q L@9FCK LG L@=E
for the high standard of support, coaching, supervision and
<=:JA=_F? L@=Q @9N= HJGNA<=< LG L@= ;JAKAK KMHHGJL=JK .@=
volunteers’ feedback continuously supports the value of
their presence in the counselling room to assist them to
HJGNA<= IM9DALQ K=JNA;= LG L@= ;GEEMFALQ
.@AK Q=9J &A>=DAF= F9LAGF9DDQ @9K 9;@A=N=< J=;GJ< ;9DD
9FKO=J J9L=K 1= DGGC >GJO9J< LG L@= Q=9J 9@=9< ;GF_<=FL
that our dedicated and committed staff and volunteers will
continue to help achieve Lifeline’s vision and respond to all
callers in crisis.
Donna Favaloro
JAKAK -MHHGJL '9F9?=J
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.J9AFAF?
Telephone Crisis Supporter Training

DV-alert and Community Training

N=JQ Q=9J O= LJ9AF 9:GML  NGDMFL==JK AF .=D=H@GF=
JAKAK -MHHGJL=J KCADDK 1= <G L@AK AF  ;GMJK=K KL9JLAF? AF
=:JM9JQ 9F< $MDQ .@= KLJM;LMJ= G> L@= LJ9AFAF? =F9:D=K
NGDMFL==JK LG :MAD< L@=AJ KCADDK ?J9<M9DDQ GN=J  EG<MD=K
via e-learning, face-to-face training sessions and sixteen
@GMJK G> EGFALGJAF? GF L@= H@GF=K 1@=F 9 NGDMFL==J
has successfully completed these phases, he or she then
:=;GE=K 9 *JG:9LAGF9JQ .=D=H@GF= JAKAK -MHHGJL=J 9F<
as such receives intense supervisory support.
1= @9N=  KLM<=FLK ;MJJ=FLDQ =AL@=J ?GAF? L@JGM?@ L@=
monitoring process or having completed it. It is great
to have these additional crisis supporters here to staff
the phones. It gives us a greater capacity to answer the
number of calls that present.
.@= LJ9AFAF? HJG;=KK J=IMAJ=K 9 DGL G> AFHML >JGE GMJ
experienced telephone crisis supporters, who volunteer
their time to assist the students, just as they themselves
were helped during their own training.
*9JLA;MD9JDQ AEHGJL9FL AK L@= ;GFLJA:MLAGF G> L@= ?JGMH
facilitators, each of whom takes a group of six under their
wing throughout the face-to-face component of the course.
For their caring and knowledgeable contribution to the
L=9E # OGMD< DAC= LG L@9FC L@= !JGMH 9;ADAL9LGJK >GJ L@=
=:JM9JQ ;GMJK= a $AE =DD (G=D J9MF 19QF= = 0=FFQ
N *JGF= == ,G::AFK 9F< D=P ,Q<=J 1= 9J= 9DKG
fortunate to have a group of facilitators who come along to
@=DH GMJ KLM<=FLK OAL@ JGD= HD9QK GJ L@= $MDQ ;GMJK= L@9L
AK 9:GML LG KL9JL $AE =DD 'AC= MJFK D=P ,Q<=J %9J=D
-EAL@ G: .9D9K 9F< -L=H@=F @9N= 9?J==< LG := ?JGMH
facilitators.
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# @9N= ;GEHD=L=< LJ9AFAF? LG <=DAN=J L@= 0 9D=JL GE=KLA;
0AGD=F;= ,=KHGFK= .J9AFAF? LOG <9Q OGJCK@GH O@A;@
was developed by Lifeline Australia to teach community
members and workers how to recognise and respond to
GE=KLA; 0AGD=F;= # @9N= L9M?@L 9 OGJCK@GH AF M::G
O@A;@ O9K N=JQ O=DD J=;=AN=< :Q L@= 0 OGJC=JK O@G
J=;=AN=< 9 -L9L=E=FL G> LL9AFE=FL >GJ ;GEHD=LAF? L@=
J=IMAJ=< 9KK=KKE=FLK
.@AK OGJCK@GH AK 9 N=JQ N9DM9:D= 9<<ALAGF LG L@= LJ9AFAF?
that Lifeline Northern Beaches is able to present in the
community, along with the work that we do to help prevent
F==<D=KK <=9L@K :Q KMA;A<= :Q HJ=K=FLAF? -#-. HHDA=<
-MA;A<= #FL=JN=FLAGF -CADDK .J9AFAF? O@A;@ AK 9DKG 9 LOG
<9Q OGJCK@GH %9L@A *9MF;R 9F< # J=;=FLDQ HJ=K=FL=< 9
-MA;A<= *J=N=FLAGF 9F< 9KA; GMFK=DDAF? -CADDK GF= <9Q
workshop to a group of call centre employees which was
well received.
In the coming months we will be working to expand the
training programs we can present to the public to heighten
awareness of social issues and to further raise Lifeline
Northern Beaches’ public profile.
Jo Paterson
.J9AFAF? '9F9?=J

9;= .G 9;=
GMFK=DDAF?
&A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K 9;= .G 9;= GMFK=DDAF?
services are available to all members of the community,
K=N=F <9QK 9 O==C :GL@ <MJAF? 9F< 9>L=J G>_;= @GMJK .@AK
AK L@9FCK LG GMJ IM9DA_=< >9;= LG >9;= ;GMFK=DDGJK O@G
offer their time so generously and make this worthwhile
service possible.
=H=F<AF? GF L@= KH=;A_; F==<K G> L@= ;DA=FL O= 9J= 9:D=
to offer either one-on-one counselling or participation in
support groups, which many people find a positive and
=EHGO=JAF? =PH=JA=F;= MJAF? L@= H9KL Q=9J O= @9N= JMF
a number of therapy groups, and in the year ahead we plan
LG =PH9F< L@= J9F?= G> ?JGMHK GF G>>=J LG AF;DM<= '=FK
F?=J 1GE=FK F?=J 3GMF? 1GE=FK -=D> KL==E
-MA;A<= =J=9N=E=FL (=O *9J=FLK *JG:D=E !9E:DAF?
=HJ=KKAGF FPA=LQ 9F< !JA=> F< &GKK KMHHGJL ?JGMHK
An exciting upcoming development is that we plan to
include an adolescent counselling service in the range of
services we offer.
Reasons why people have sought counselling are as
follows:

Reasons why people have sought counselling
Practical Help

Self & Society Suicide

Abuse, Anger &
Violence

Adjustment
& Loss

Family and
Relationship
Health &
Disability

clients from there one day a week, in addition to the
services we run from our Balgowlah centre.
All of our face-to-face counsellors belong to relevant
HJG>=KKAGF9D ;GMFK=DDAF? GJ?9FAK9LAGFK KM;@ 9K *
*  GJ L@= MKLJ9DA9F *KQ;@GDG?A;9D -G;A=LQ )MJ &A>=DAF=
Northern Beaches counselling service is well regarded
:Q MFAN=JKALA=K 9F< GL@=J LJ9AFAF? GJ?9FAK9LAGFK .@=K=
organisations are keen to place student counsellors and
psychologists here, and people placed in this way receive
regular clinical supervision.
.@9FCK 9?9AF KG EM;@ LG ,G::A= AJ< O@G @9K HJGNA<=<
administrative support and compiles the statistics for the
face-to-face counselling service on a regular basis. I am
very much appreciative that she volunteers her time to do
this.
Finally, I would like to thank the following people who have
HJGNA<=< @A?@ IM9DALQ ;GFLAFMAF? =<M;9LAGF K=KKAGFK <MJAF?
the year:
GEAFAIM= ,G:=JL "=F<J=F
=QGF< DM=

=HJ=KKAGF

LA=FF= %ALLG

'=FL9D @=9DL@ >GJ
telephone counsellors

*@ADAH "AD<=J

'AF<>MDF=KK

"GFGJ9 GJ:=LL
'9LL@=O #J=D9F< (-1 *GDA;=

AF9F;A9D ;GMFK=DDAF?
=9DAF? OAL@ H=GHD= O@G
have mental health issues

-L=H@=F GLL==

Problem
Gambling

,G<F=Q )O=F

'AF<>MDF=KK
,=;GN=JQ AF E=FL9D @=9DL@

$M<AL@ '9J<=
Behaviour
Problems

M= LG L@= ;GFLAFMAF? KMHHGJL >JGE L@= %AJJA:ADDA
Neighbourhood Centre, we are able to counsel Lifeline

'=<A;9LAGFK /K=< GJ *KQ;@A9LJA;
Conditions
&AR 1@QL= =AFQ '9Q:MJQ
-#-. 9F< .MF=MH
%9L@A *9MF;R $G *9L=JKGF
%9L@A *9MF;R
GMFK=DDAF? '9F9?=J
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*@GF= -MHHGJL
-=JNA;=K
.@=J= 9J= L@J== H9JLK LG L@= *@GF= -MHHGJL -=JNA;=K L@9L
Lifeline Northern Beaches provides:
1. Short-term: 1 to 3 phone calls to referrals from the
Coordinator to assess the person’s current risk and
situation, and their potential for phone support and links
to appropriate resources.
2. Longer support:  -MA;A<= JAKAK -MHHGJL *JG?J9E
--* AK G>>=J=< LG L@GK= OAL@ KMA;A<9D L@GM?@LK .@AK
comprises 6 to 8 separate weekly calls from the
Coordinator or an experienced telephone support
person.
3. Longer support:  9J= JAF? *JG?J9E AK G>>=J=< LG L@=
lonely and isolated: 6 to 8 weekly calls from the
Coordinator or an experienced telephone support
person.
.@= G:B=;LAN= G> L@= *@GF= -MHHGJL -=JNA;=K AK LG 9KKAKL 9
client to function effectively within their capacity, by
encouraging and assisting their access to, and use of,
professional and informal support within their community.
,=>=JJ9DK LG L@= -=JNA;=K ;GE= HJ=<GEAF9FLDQ >JGE L@=
(9LAGF9D &A>=DAF= JAKAK &AF= "GO=N=J &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF
Beaches’ Face-to-Face Counselling, Emergency Relief
-=JNA;= 9F< AF9F;A9D GMFK=DDAF? 9DKG J=>=J ;DA=FLK LG L@=
-=JNA;=K '=E:=JK G> L@= DG;9D HGHMD9LAGF G> L@= (GJL@=JF
Beaches are also encouraged to phone the office and
J=IM=KL KMHHGJL
JGE $MDQ KL  LG $MF= L@  L@=J= O=J= 
J=>=JJ9DK LG L@= -=JNA;=K  O=J= E9D= 9F<  O=J=
female.
.@= >GDDGOAF? KMEE9JAK=K L@= AFALA9D GML;GE= >GJ L@=K=
referrals:

c
c
c
c
c
c

.O=FLQ _N= J=;=AN=< 9L D=9KL GF= ;9DD :9;C
.O=FLQ O=J= KMHHGJL=< :Q 9F --*
AN= O=J= KMHHGJL=< :Q 9 9J= JAF? *JG?J9E
)F= O9K DAFC=< LG &A>=DAF= =FLJ9D G9KL 9J= JAF?
)F= O9K J=>=JJ=< LG &A>=DAF= !AHHKD9F<
)F= O9K J=>=JJ=< LG &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K >9;= LG
face counselling
c -AP O=J= MF9:D= LG := ;GFL9;L=< <=KHAL= J=H=9L=<
attempts over a minimum of two weeks.
=<A;9L=< 9F< =PH=JA=F;=< L=D=H@GF= KMHHGJL ;GE=K
from a team of “buddies” who assist in providing longer
L=JE KMHHGJL .@= GML;GE=K 9J= 9 L=KL9E=FL LG L@=
effectiveness of such phone contact. A “buddy” is
someone to listen and care, someone who checks the
client’s current safety, develops some knowledge of their
situation, and explores and supports positive initiatives and
DAFCK >GJ KMHHGJL .@=K= [:M<<A=Kf 9J= 9F AFN9DM9:D= 9F<
wonderful team of volunteers.
-@GJL L=JE KMHHGJL L@JGM?@ ;9DD :9;CK @9K AF;J=9K=< AF
L@= H9KL Q=9J OAL@ 9HHJGPAE9L=DQ  G> L@= -=JNA;=K
responses providing short-term support. Call-backs can
be very helpful, as they inform a concerned referrer of the
O=D>9J= G> L@= H=JKGF O@G L@=Q J=>=JJ=< LG L@= -=JNA;=K
and encourage distressed people to seek help within their
local community.
'GJ= J=;=FLDQ *@GF= -MHHGJL -=JNA;=K @9K =PH9F<=< ALK
criteria to include those people in the community who may
:= KMHHGJLAF? GL@=JK 9L JAKC G> KMA;A<= 1@ADKL 9L HJ=K=FL
the majority of referrals come from the National Lifeline
JAKAK &AF= AL AK @GH=< L@9L L@= -=JNA;=K OADD =PH9F< LG
support more locals from the Northern Beaches region in
-Q<F=Q AF H9JLA;MD9J QGMF? 9<MDLK GN=J  Q=9JK O@G E9Q
be experiencing suicidal thoughts or supporting those at
risk.
Linda Newcomb
*@GF= -MHHGJL -=JNA;=K GGJ<AF9LGJ
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AF9F;A9D
GMFK=DDAF?
)MJ AF9F;A9D GMFK=DDAF? K=JNA;= G>>=JK >9;= LG >9;= 9F<
follow-up telephone counselling for clients facing a wide
array of financial problems. Anybody can get into financial
difficulty at some stage of their life and need help sorting
out their issues.
)MJ ;DA=FLK ;9F ;GE= >JGE 9DD LQH=K G> 9?= ?=F<=J
occupation, nationality or socio-economic backgrounds.
.@=AJ ;GEEGF L@=E= AK L@9L L@=Q 9J= MKM9DDQ KM>>=JAF?
intense stress and anxiety about their financial
predicament. Referrals commonly derive from the
GFKME=J J=<AL 9F< =:L "GLDAF=    OGJ<
G> EGML@ ;J=<ALGJK &A>=DAF= 1=D>9J= L=D=H@GF= GJ H=JKGF9D
counsellors, mental health case workers, solicitors,
9;;GMFL9FLK L@= AFL=JF=L 9F< L@= #FKGDN=F;Q .JMKL==
-=JNA;= G> MKLJ9DA9
Financial counselling involves a delicate combination
of counselling, education, assistance and self-help.
.@= 9AE AK LG =EHGO=J L@= ;DA=FL LG :=;GE= _F9F;A9DDQ
knowledgeable and independent in a long-term sustainable
E9FF=J .G <G L@AK O= @=DH L@=E HJ=H9J= 9 EGF=Q HD9F
learn more about their rights and obligations, explore their
options, and discover how to voice their negotiations with
;J=<ALGJK GJ GL@=J 9ML@GJALA=K 1@=J= F=;=KK9JQ O= OADD
9<NG;9L= GF :=@9D> G> ;DA=FLK 1= DGGC 9L 9DD GHLAGFK LG LJQ
to avoid their bankruptcy, but sometimes we have to assist
our clients prepare the appropriate bankruptcy documents.
MJAF?   O= E=L OAL@  F=O ;DA=FLK O@A;@ AK 9
similar number to the previous year, despite our team
shrinking due to retirements. A more streamlined approach
@9K >9;ADAL9L=< L@AK 9;@A=N=E=FL )MJ F=O ;DA=FLK O=J= IMAL=
evenly split between males and females, as we saw 21
women, 22 men and 10 couples.

Recurrent problems include low income, unemployment,
injury or illness, business failure, relationship breakdown,
?9E:DAF? 9<<A;LAGFK GJ E=FL9D ADDF=KK .@J== AF;J=9KAF?
themes we have witnessed in the past year have been
financial abuse in the context of domestic violence;
difficulties in adjusting to retirement while carrying debt;
and severe underemployment - especially among clients in
their fifties.

2012-13 Financial Counselling Clients
41%

40%

19%

Couples

Men

Women

It would be wonderful if we could expand our service in the
coming year, particularly as economists suggest Australia
may encounter its first recession in twenty-two years.
Honora Corbett
AF9F;A9D GMFK=DDAF? -=JNA;=K GGJ<AF9LGJ

H9?= 

GEEMFALQ 0AKALGJK
-;@=E=
.@= GEEMFALQ 0AKALGJK -;@=E= 0- AK 9
GEEGFO=9DL@ !GN=JFE=FL AFALA9LAN= LG =KL9:DAK@ DAFCK
between people living in an aged care facility and their
DG;9D ;GEEMFALQ 1= 9J= >MF<=< >GJ  NGDMFL==JK 9F<
;MJJ=FLDQ @9N=  NGDMFL==JK NAKALAF? 9L D=9KL GF;= 9
>GJLFA?@L AF  FMJKAF? @GE=K 9F<  @GKL=DK :=LO==F '9FDQ
and Collaroy.
c MJAF? L@= H9KL Q=9J # AFL=JNA=O=<  HJGKH=;LAN=
NGDMFL==JK 9F< 9DD O=J= KM;;=KK>MDDQ E9L;@=< MJAF?
the same period there have been 16 resignations.
c MJJ=FLDQ L@=J= 9J=  E=F 9F<  OGE=F GF L@=
program. I have a mother visiting with her three-year-old,
GMJ QGMF?=KL NAKALGJ "= AK N=JQ HGHMD9J OAL@ 9DD L@=
J=KA<=FLK 9L *9;A_; &G<?= )MJ =D<=KL AK NAKALGJ AK
eighty-plus.
c  G> GMJ NGDMFL==JK NAKAL  J=KA<=FLK =9;@
c # J=?MD9JDQ NAKAL 9F< GJ E9C= H@GF= ;GFL9;L OAL@ L@= KL9>>
G> L@= (MJKAF? "GE=K 9F< "GKL=DK L@9L O= 9J= >MF<=<
>GJ .@=Q 9DO9QK =PHJ=KK L@=AJ 9HHJ=;A9LAGF >GJ L@=
commitment and time our volunteers give to their
8>JA=F<K J=KA<=FLK
As always, a range of educational and support programs
has been offered to our volunteers over the course of the
H9KL Q=9J 1= @9N= ;GN=J=< 9 OA<= J9F?= G> LGHA;K OAL@
GMJ GOF %9L@A *9MF;R 9F< GL@=J ?M=KL KH=9C=JK K@9JAF?
L@=AJ =PH=JLAK= GF 9 OA<= J9F?= G> LGHA;K 1= 9DKG J=;=AN=<
NAKALK >JGE L@= ,=;J=9LAGF9D )>_;=JK >JGE GMJ 9;ADALA=K
=D=:J9LAF? 'Q &A>= $GMJF=Q $=9F *9MD =DD >JGE JLK
"=9DL@ #FKLALML= 9F< GMJ GOF ) 9FFA=DD=

#F );LG:=J  O= O=J= FGEAF9L=< 9F< 9LL=F<=< L@=
 (-1 0GDMFL==J .=9E G> L@= 3=9J O9J< MJAF?
0GDMFL==J 1==C :9<?=K 9F< ;=JLA_;9L=K O=J= HJ=K=FL=<
to a number of our volunteers: 11 volunteers received first
year badges, 1 a 5-year badge, 2 received 10-year badges
and 1 a 20-year Certificate.
MJAF? L@= H9KL LO=DN= EGFL@K  G> GMJ 8>JA=F<K @9N= <A=<
and visits were discontinued to 10 others, as their condition
had deteriorated, or they had moved out of area or no
>MJL@=J NAKALK O=J= J=IM=KL=<
I take this opportunity to thank all our volunteers for the
commitment, caring and friendship they have given to
their ‘friends’ during the past year, and for the support
and enthusiasm that I have received from them. I also
AF;DM<= L@9FCK >GJ L@= O==CDQ @=DH AF L@= G>_;= L@9L 9F9
Boudaghian has given me during the year.
.@9FCK 9DKG LG L@= GEEGFO=9DL@ =H9JLE=FL G>
"=9DL@ 9F< ?=AF? >GJ L@=AJ _F9F;A9D KMHHGJL 9F< LG
(GJL@KA<= GEEMFALQ GFF=;L 9F< L@= '9FDQ 9ADQ >GJ L@=
advertising assistance they have given during the year.
Being part time, I could not manage without the office
team at Lifeline, all the staff and volunteers who tirelessly
take and pass on messages on my behalf when I am
absent.
Helen Pook
0- *JG?J9E GGJ<AF9LGJ

.@= H@GLG?J9H@ 9L L@= LGH G> L@= H9?= K@GOK <OAF9 GF= G> GMJ
0- NGDMFL==J NAKALGJK 9F< $G@F L@= >JA=F< L@9L K@= NAKALK
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E=J?=F;Q ,=DA=>
*JG?J9E
)MJ E=J?=F;Q ,=DA=> *JG?J9E HJGNA<=K _F9F;A9D 9F<
material assistance to people in an immediate financial
crisis, in a way that maintains their dignity and encourages
self-reliance. Assistance may include food parcels,
clothing, transport, chemist, food vouchers, help with rental
9;;GEEG<9LAGF 9F< H9QE=FL G> MLADALQ :ADDK .@AK HJG?J9E
AK >MF<=< :Q L@= GEEGFO=9DL@ !GN=JFE=FL L@JGM?@ L@=
=H9JLE=FL G> 9EADA=K "GMKAF? GEEMFALQ -=JNA;=K 9F<
Indigenous Affairs, with additional funding from Lifeline
Northern Beaches.

At Christmas we like to remember the people we have
helped throughout the year and offer them a hamper.
'9FQ G> L@=E OADD := 9DGF= OAL@ FG >9EADQ GJ >JA=F<K LG
share the holiday. It can be an especially lonely time for
L@=E L @JAKLE9K  O= <AKLJA:ML=<  @9EH=JK .@=
families who receive this help are always very grateful and
appreciative of the difference the hamper makes to their
Christmas.

.G ?AN= KGE= K=FK= G> L@= KAR= 9F< K;9D= G> L@AK HJG?J9E
AF L@= Q=9J   &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K 9KKAKL=< 
individuals and families needing help on 1,212 separate
occasions.

c .@= ,GL9JQ DM:K G> J=F;@K GJ=KL *ALLO9L=J
9D?GOD9@ 9F< '9FDQ O@G ;GDD=;L 9F< <=DAN=J <GF9LAGFK
from the “gifting trees” at local shopping centres, under
L@= 9MKHA;=K G> L@= .9J?=L /FALAF?9J= )H=J9LAGF -9FL9
Annual Christmas Appeal.
c .@= /FALAF? @MJ;@=K 9L 9D?GOD9@ "9J:GJ< 9F<
Forestville, who collect toys and food
c -L '9LL@=OK '9FDQ O@G HJ=H9J= ;GEHD=L=< @9EH=JK >GJ
distribution
c *9F<GJ9 $=O=DD=JQ >GJ L@=AJ ?=F=JGMK <GF9LAGFK G>
jewellery gifts
c .@= K=JNA;= ;DM:K 9F< AF<ANA<M9DK O@G ;GFLJA:ML= >GG<
and cash
c D9;CEGJ=K >GJ HJGNAKAGF G> L@=AJ O9J=@GMK= >GJ L@=
packing of hampers

*=GHD= ;GE= >GJ @=DH O@=F L@=Q @9N= AFKM>_;A=FL AF;GE=
to meet their basic needs, or not enough money to pay
their utility bills. After assessing clients for eligibility and
providing basic budgeting assistance, we then refer them
to other services such as financial counselling, family
support and mental health services, to help address
underlying causes of financial crisis.
KKAKL9F;= OAL@ L@= HJG?J9E AK HJGNA<=< :Q L@= (-1
!GN=JFE=FL =H9JLE=FL G> .J9<= 9F< #FN=KLE=FL
,=?AGF9D #F>J9KLJM;LMJ= 9F< -=JNA;=K 9F< :Q -Q<F=Q 19L=J
9F< .=DKLJ9 .@=Q HJGNA<= NGM;@=JK ;=JLA_;9L=K 9F< GL@=J
help to assist with utility payments.
.@AK Q=9J >MJL@=J AF;J=9K=K AF =F=J?Q ;GKLK @9N= @9< 9
@M?= AEH9;L GF GMJ ;DA=FLK 1= <AKLJA:ML=<   AF
vouchers and certificates to help people pay their energy
9F< .=DKLJ9 9;;GMFLK 1AL@ ?MA<9F;= GF E9LL=JK KM;@ 9K
payment plans, Centrepay or bill smoothing deductions,
we encourage our clients to build financial resilience and
capability.

-AF;=J= L@9FCK LG

)MJ KH=;A9D L@9FCK LG L@= 9D?GOD9@ GJ=KLNADD= 9F<
"9J:GJ< /FALAF? @MJ;@=K O@G KMHHGJL GMJ ;DA=FLK
throughout the year with monthly collections of food
and toiletries, and to the Byrne family who collect the
O==CDQ :J=9< <GF9LAGFK >JGE 9C=JK =DA?@L 9L DD9E:A=
"=A?@LK F< G> ;GMJK= 9 :A? L@9FC QGM LG 9DD GMJ KL9>>
and volunteers who respond to our clients with caring and
compassion, giving more than just material aid - they also
give respect, support and renewed “hope”.
Annie Dorrington
Emergency Relief Coordinator
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Departmental Reports – Business Reports

retail
stores

)MJ K@GHK E9C= 9 N=JQ KA?FA_;9FL ;GFLJA:MLAGF LG
the funding of Lifeline Northern Beaches’ services.
Recognising the importance of the role they play, over
the past year we have reviewed every facet of our retail
operation and have made improvements in processes,
presentation, staffing and premises, in order to optimise
efficiencies and revenues.
.@AK @9K J=KMDL=< AF L@= J=DG;9LAGF G> GMJ %A<K 1GJD<
;@AD<J=FK K@GH LG F=O HJ=EAK=K 9L   *ALLO9L=J
,G9< == 1@Q K@9J=< OAL@ GMJ =PH9F<=< 9F< J=NAL9DAK=<
== 1@Q K@GH 9F< AF L@= GH=FAF? G> 9 F=O K@GH 9L 
-Q<F=Q ,G9< '9FDQ O@A;@ G>>=JK GMJ MKM9D OA<= J9F?=
of apparel, accessories, books and bric-a-brac, but with a
particular emphasis on vintage and Retro clothing. From
<9Q GF= GF L@ =;=E:=J L@= '9FDQ KLGJ= @9K L9C=F
off and has been one of this year’s most exciting success
stories.
Following on from our review of retail business strategy we
have created a new retail structure with one manager per
store:
c -@9JGF 19LKGF 9L 'GF9 09D=
c #F '9FDQ $MD=K $GQ
c %JAK %O9FL=F 9L 9D?GOD9@
c $9;CA= 09F = 19DD= 9L GJ=KLNADD=
c !AFFA .J9AF @=9<K GMJ F=O ;GE:AF=< == 1@Q
%A<KOGJD< KLGJ=
c F< O= O=D;GE= LG GMJ L=9E 9 F=O E9F9?=J >GJ GMJ
J=EGJF= KLGJ= $G@9F9 MF9Q9E9

.@= K@GH E9F9?=JK @9N= ;GFLAFM=< LG J=>J=K@ J=_F= 9F<
individualise their stores, and today it is fair to say that
each of the six shops now has its own distinct personality.
In a very tough retail trading environment, our shops overall
@9N= :M;C=< L@= LJ=F< 9F< 9J= LJ9<AF? O=DD .@=Q 9J=
clearly providing the range, value-for-money and distinctive,
@A?@ IM9DALQ J=;Q;D=< >9K@AGF AL=EK L@9L E9C= K@GHHAF? 9L
Lifeline a fun and rewarding shopping experience.
)N=J L@= Q=9J 9@=9< O= OADD := GH=FAF? 9L D=9KL GF= EGJ=
F=O KLGJ= 1= OADD := E=J?AF? L@= E9F9?=E=FL G> GMJ
stores, book fairs and fete days under one senior retail
E9F9?=E=FL ?JGMH 1= OADD ;GFLAFM= LG EG<=JFAK= 9F<
revitalise the presentation of all our stores. And behind the
scenes we will be moving ahead on the development of an
online shopping facility, for launch late next year or 2015.
I would like to thank the local community who support our
J=L9AD K@GHK :Q E9CAF? IM9DALQ <GF9LAGFK G> ;DGL@AF? :GGCK
and accessories at our donation bins or by shopping at
our stores.
.@AK AK 9F =P;ALAF? LAE= >GJ MK 9DD .@= J= ?=9JAF? G>
our retail organisation to meet future demands and
opportunities is now well underway, and is already reaping
KA?FA_;9FL J=O9J<K .@= ;GFLAFM=< KM;;=KK 9F< ?JGOL@ G>
the retail group will ensure our ability to continue growing
the vitally-needed crisis management services we provide
to our community.
9FFA=DD= '9;C=FRA=
@A=> P=;MLAN= )>_;=J
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Our Retail Store Locations
Avalon Retail Shop )H=FAF? M?MKL 
 N9DGF *9J9<=
1==C<9QK 9E a  HE
-9LMJ<9Q  -MF<9Q 9E HE
Balgowlah
 GF<9EAF= -LJ==L
*@GF=  
1==C<9QK  9E  HE
-9LMJ<9Q 9E HE -MF<9Q 9E a HE
Cremorne
112 Cabramatta Road
*@GF=  
1==C<9QK 9E HE
-9LMJ<9Q 9E HE -MF<9Q 9E a HE
Dee Why
  *ALLO9L=J ,<
*@GF=  
1==C<9QK 9E a  HE
-9LMJ<9Q 9E a  HE -MF<9Q 9E a HE
Forestville Retail Shop
-@GH  .@= =FLJ=
*@GF=  
1==C<9QK 9E a  HE
-9LMJ<9Q 9E a  HE -MF<9Q 9E HE

'9FDQ
 -Q<F=Q ,<
*@GF=  
1==C<9QK 9E HE
-9LMJ<9Q 9E HE -MF<9Q 9E HE
'GF9 09D=
-@GH   MF?9F &9F=
*@GF=  
1==C<9QK 9E  HE -9LMJ<9Q 9E  HE

Thank You, Local Businesses
-MHHGJL >JGE L@= DG;9D :MKAF=KK ;GEEMFALQ @9K :==F 9F
essential element in the successful launch of our new
KLGJ=K .@= &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K L=9E ?J9L=>MDDQ
acknowledges the time, resources and products supplied
by the following companies and individuals:
D=P !A:KGF 'MKA; =9;@=K AC=K MFFAF?K 9D?GOD9@
9DDME )%9F= *9AFLAF? GEHD=L= AJ= =JLA_;9LAGF
GJHGJ9L= GFKLJM;LAGF !JGMH  -GFL=J MAD<AF?
'9AFL=F9F;= AN9 MLMJ= -A?FK "MFL=J D=;LJA;9D $9E=K
MF<9K D=;LJA;9D %AE:JACA ,=;Q;DAF? =FLJ= '9?=DD9
"9DD !A>LK  9K@AGF ;;=KKGJA=K '9FDQ GMF;AD '9FDQ
-=9 9?D=K 'AK;@A=> GKLME= "AJ= ( *9LJA;C %=DD=@=J
, ,9AF=  "GJF= == 1@Q ,GL9JQ 9D?GOD9@ .@=
"GF J9< "9RR9J< -L9L= '=E:=J >GJ 19C=@MJKL .@JA>LQ
&AFC "9J<O9J= 9D?GOD9@ J=EGJF= *9AFL -@GH /FAIM=
0AFL9?= DGL@AF? ,=LJG -L9J 0AFL9?= DGL@AF?
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book fairs
& book room

the book fairs
)MJ GGC 9AJK @9N= ?JGOF >JGE @ME:D= :=?AFFAF?K .@=Q
:=?9F 9L L@= 9D?GOD9@ '=L@G<AKL @MJ;@ >=L= FGO L@=
/FALAF? @MJ;@ OAL@ BMKL GF= L9:D= G> :GGCK
Now, three decades on, our fairs have become a feature
of the Lifeline Northern Beaches calendar and are today a
vital, intrinsic revenue-generating component of the Lifeline
Northern Beaches operation. Far from being an event
that happens once every three months or so, an adjunct
to Lifeline’s operations, they are ‘core’ business in every
sense, and planning and preparing our book fairs carries
on all year round.
1@=F L@= LAE= ;GE=K ?=LLAF? 9 :GGC >9AJ MH 9F< JMFFAF?
can be an arduous task, but we derive a lot of fun from
sorting and selling books to book lovers in our local
;GEEMFALQ )N=J L@= Q=9JK O= @9N= <=N=DGH=< 9 HGDAK@=<
routine, and within a few hours our fair is ready to go – just
like a pop-up book shop – with banners aloft, balloons
along the fence outside, and twenty-five thousand books
waiting for eager customers.
.@= :GGC >9AJK 9J= 9 KM;;=KK KLGJQ 9F< GMJ EGKL J=;=FL
>9AJ 9D?GOD9@ GQK "A?@ $MF=  O9K GF= G> GMJ EGKL
KM;;=KK>MD =N=J .@9L AK <=KHAL= L@= >9;L L@9L L@= J=L9ADAF?
sector in Australia is doing it tough at the moment, and in
no industry is this more true than in books and publishing.
.@=J= AK FG K@GJL9?= G> ;@9DD=F?=K >9;AF? GMJ :GGC >9AJK
– making the most of the revenue potential of our area;
increasing the appeal, image and public awareness of our
fairs; finding more good venues; ensuring continuity of
supply of product; and so on – but thankfully, the many
opportunities facing our fairs outnumber possible future
risks and threats.
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As the result of a study undertaken during the course of
the last year, we now have a clear governing strategy for
the future, which will enable us to address opportunities
such as bigger, better, longer fairs; new venues; and
AF;J=9K=< GH=J9LAGF9D =>_;A=F;A=K .@= LOAF HADD9JK G>
the report’s recommendations are improved volunteer
recruitment and deployment, and a new management
structure to lead the organisation’s book business (fairs,
K@GHK 9F< O9J=@GMKAF?
In the year ahead we plan:
c LG EGN= AFLG F=O ?=G?J9H@A; 9J=9K
c LG AF;J=9K= GMJ E=E:=JK@AH K=JNA;=K 9F< E9JC=LAF? LG
get more customers through the door
c LG AF;J=9K= AF >9AJ 9LLJ9;LAGFK KM;@ 9K EMKA; ;G>>==
K9MK9?= KARRD=K
c LG ;J=9L= EGJ= G> 9 ;9>´ LQH= 9E:A9F;= LG <J9O EGJ=
customers
c LG AF;J=9K= AF >9AJ =N=FLK KM;@ 9K ?M=KL KH=9C=JK 9F<
children’s story time
c LG EGN= AFLG GFDAF= K=DDAF? G> GMJ J9J= 9F< N9DM9:D=
books
.@= GGC 9AJK OGMD< FGL @9HH=F OAL@GML L@= ?=F=JGKALQ G>
so many dedicated volunteers, sourced from many places.
It is not uncommon for friends of volunteers to get involved
once they realise the joy of getting amongst books and
KMHHGJLAF? &A>=DAF= -H=;A9D L@9FCK EMKL ?G LG L@= '&
NAB for their years of loyal support.
Glenice Bland
Book Fair Coordinator

the book room
)N=J L@= H9KL LO=DN= EGFL@K L@=J= @9K
:==F IMAL= 9 :AL G> ;@9F?= LG GMJ GGC
Room at Brookvale.
MJAF? L@AK LAE= :GGC <GF9LAGFK @9N=
increased, and we have been kept busy
culling, sorting, pricing and packing our
books for our book fairs and shops.
.@= =;=E:=J  J=DG;9LAGF G> L@=
&A>=DAF= %A<K -@GH LG == 1@Q >J==< MH
much needed space for our volunteers
to do this work, and the coming year will
see some further re-organisation of the
setup of the book room which, along
with an overhaul of our categories, will
AEHJGN= OGJC `GO =>_;A=F;A=K E9CAF?
the increasing volume of orders from
our shops easier to handle.
)MJ >9AL@>MD :9F< G> NGDMFL==JK L@=
[JGGCA= GGCA=Kf @9K `GO=< 9DGF?
with the changes and continues to
do the excellent work preparing for
our book fairs and supplying the
&A>=DAF= K@GHK OAL@ ?GG< IM9DALQ :GGCK
'Q L@9FCK LG 9DD G> L@=E 1= 9J= 9DD
looking forward to another exciting and
rewarding year.

Overheard from
customers at the June
2013 Book Fair :

[.@AK AK BMKL 9E9RAF? h
so many books in the one
place and so well set out.
It is easy to find what I
want”
“I have just found the
book I have been
looking for all year!”

"GO '9FQ *=GHD= G=K #L .9C= LG
Create A Book Fair?
60
50
40
30

'9JQ &QF9K
GGC GEEALL== '=E:=J

[.@= IM9DALQ AK =P;=HLAGF9Dh
I don’t want to stop
shopping”

55

20
10
0

35
25

25

3
Book Room
Volunteers

Book Fair
Volunteers

Corporate
Sector Helpers

School
Students

Rotary and
Lions Helpers

6
Lifeline Staff

.@= :9J ?J9H@ 9:GN= K@GOK L@= :J=9C<GOF G> L@= KL9>> 9F< NGDMFL==JK OAL@GML O@GE L@=
$MF=  9D?GOD9@ GGC 9AJ ;GMD< FGL @9N= @9HH=F=<
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fundraising, marketing and
community engagement
.@9FCK LG >9FL9KLA; KMHHGJL >JGE GMJ
NGDMFL==JK 9F< >JA=F<K 9F< KMHHGJL=JK
L@JGM?@GML L@= OA<=J ;GEEMFALQ GMJ
>MF<J9AKAF? =N=FLK KM;;==<=< AF J9AKAF?
  L@AK Q=9J
"A?@DA?@LK G> GMJ >MF< J9AKAF? Q=9J AF;DM<=<
'9FDQ -=9 9?D=K N=FL $MDQ 
JGGCN9D= )N9D O9K H9;C=< OAL@ DG;9D -=9 9?D=K >9FK O@G
CAF<DQ ?9N= 9DEGKL   LG GMJ LO=FLQ NGDMFL==JK O@G
K@GGC L@= LAF >GJ &A>=DAF= "9QD=Q 9<@9E 9 -=9 9?D=K
cheer leader, had undertaken her own fundraising in
the lead up to the game, taking the total for this event to
 
Balgowlah Rotary Golf Day - August 2012
Balgowlah Rotary has been running a very successful
>MF<J9AKAF? =N=FL 9L '9FDQ !GD> DM: >GJ KGE= Q=9JK 9F<
Lifeline is one of the grateful recipients of their hard work.
.@AK Q=9J AL O9K 9 :=9MLA>MD KMFFQ <9Q 9F< ?GD>=JK @9< L@=
pleasure of experiencing the multi-million dollar course
J=>MJ:AK@E=FL .@=   <GF9LAGF O9K O9JEDQ J=;=AN=<
here at Lifeline.
Blackmores Running Festival – September 2012
.@AK AK 9 ;GDD9:GJ9LAN= HJGB=;L :=LO==F &A>=DAF= MKLJ9DA9
9F< KGE= -Q<F=Q :9K=< ;=FLJ=K  :A? L@9FC QGM LG L@=
L=9E G> 9:GML LOG <GR=F &A>=DAF=JK O@G ?9N= G> L@=AJ LAE=
and energy to make this another successful participation
>GJ MK OAL@ KGE=   J9AK=< >GJ GMJ ;=FLJ=
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'GF9 09D= -HGJLKE9FK &MF;@=GF a );LG:=J 
1GJCAF? ;DGK=DQ OAL@ L@= 'GF9 09D= !GD> DM: &A>=DAF= O9K
delighted to partner with this sporting facility and be the
J=;AHA=FL G>   J9AK=< 9L L@=AJ -HGJLKE9FK &MF;@ #L
was a great day out for local businesses and many laughs
O=J= @9< ;9J= G> ;JA;C=L=J ,G<F=Q "G??
Lifeline Annual Charity Golf Day – November 2012
)MJ 9FFM9D ?GD> =N=FL FGO AF ALK KAPL@ Q=9J ;GFLAFM=<
GMJ 9KKG;A9LAGF OAL@ L@= *=FF GMF<9LAGF L@= &GF? ,==>
!GD> DM: 9F< .==< /H !GD>  ?J=9L <9Q O9K @9< :Q 9DD
the players on the course and at the dinner function that
>GDDGO=< .@= =N=FL J9AK=< GN=J   >GJ GMJ ;@9JALQ
ASX Thomson Reuters Project – December 2012
)MJ 9KKG;A9LAGF OAL@ L@= -2 .@GEKGF ,=ML=JK @9JALQ
Foundation continued this year and once again involved
GMJ JMFFAF? 9F JL /FAGF J9>`= LA;C=L HJGEGLAGF L@JGM?@
GMJ J=L9AD KLGJ=K KL9>> 9F< :G9J< 1= J9AK=<   >JGE
this initiative.
Surfers Against Suicide – April 2013
%GEEMFALQ *JGB=;L %=DDQ -D9L=JK ;GEE=J;A9D KMJ> :J9F<
@GKL=< 9 KMJ_F? *JG E ;9JFAN9D LG J9AK= 9O9J=F=KK G> @AK
F=O AFALA9LAN= [-MJ>=JK ?9AFKL -MA;A<= f JGO<K KO9JE=<
'9FDQ =9;@ LG ;9L;@ 9 ?DAEHK= G> L@= A;GFA; KMJ>=J
9F< GMJ .- 0GDMFL==JK <AKLJA:ML=< &A>=DAF= `Q=JK LG L@=
audience.

?JGKK AF;GE= F=L O9K  

&A>=DAF= '9JC=L 9Q a $MF= 

The Future

After 30 years at the Balgowah Uniting Church, we made
the decision to re-energise our fete by relaunching the
=N=FL AF '9FDQ GJKG MF<=J L@= :9FF=J G> [&A>=DAF= '9JC=L
9Qf .@AK DG;9LAGF =PHGK=< GMJ ;9MK= a 9F< GMJ :9J?9AFK
– to a whole new audience, many under 25 years of age,
in search of Retro fashion. Business -- particularly on our
clothing racks and tables – was so brisk that we had to
send out for urgent replenishment stock midway through
L@= EGJFAF? .@= =N=FL J9AK=< GN=J   .@9FC QGM LG
everyone, including our guest musicians, who made this
event possible.

)MLKA<= G> GMJ _F9F;A9D >MF<J9AKAF? L9J?=L GMJ FME:=J
one marketing priority for the year ahead is raising our
profile with our local community, including Rotary, local
businesses and networking institutions.

(9L@9F -9OQ=J '=EGJA9D -MJ> =KLAN9D a $MF= 
#F  L@= MFLAE=DQ <=9L@ G> L==F9?=J (9L@9F -9QO=J
motivated the North Curl Curl surf community to
inaugurate this festival. Lifeline had the opportunity this
year to work closely with a group of fine young men, who
wanted to honour a friend, communicate with a youth
audience about depression and suicide, and raise funds
for Lifeline in the process. It was an absolute pleasure to
9KKAKL L@=K= H=GHD= OAL@ L@=AJ =F<=9NGMJ =KHAL= 9<N=JK=
weather conditions, this year’s event was a great success
and an inspiring tribute to its dedicatee. Lifeline will use
L@=   <GF9L=< LGO9J<K GMJ -MA;A<= *J=N=FLAGF
*JG?J9EK L@9L L9J?=L E=E:=JK G> L@= DG;9D ;GEEMFALQ 9L
high risk of suicide and provide them with professional
assistance.

.@= 9HHGAFLE=FL AF $MF= G> '9JA9 ,A;@9J<KGF 9K N=FLK
'9F9?=J OADD := 9 LJ=E=F<GMK :GGKL LG MK FGL GFDQ
:=;9MK= '9JA9 :JAF?K ;GFKA<=J9:D= =N=FL E9F9?=E=FL
experience and expertise to her role, but also because
her appointment will enable us to focus more time
and resources on building our profile and our internet
presence.
At the conclusion of last year we formed an internet
committee to look at how we can best harness the
opportunity of online, social media and the internet. A
key part of the resulting strategy, now well underway, is
the creation of a brand new Lifeline Northern Beaches
O=:KAL= O@A;@ OADD := D9MF;@=< D9L=  .@= F=O KAL=
will make it easy for our site visitors to understand our
organisation and its business, to find out about our range
of services, and to make applications, expressions of
AFL=J=KL LJ9FK9;LAGFK 9F< AFIMAJA=K
1= DGGC >GJO9J< LG 9F =P;ALAF? Q=9J 9@=9< 9F< L@9FC
all volunteers who answered our call for assistance
throughout the year.
Jayne Persico
MF<J9AKAF?  '9JC=LAF? '9F9?=J
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board and staff members
as at 30 June 2013
)MLKA<= G> ) 9DD G>_;= HGKALAGFK 9J= H9JL LAE= GJ NGDMFL9JQ

G9J< '=E:=JK
@9AJE9F
=HMLQ @9AJE9F
-=;J=L9JQ
.J=9KMJ=J
G9J< '=E:=JK

9JJQ 1ADDA9EK
*=L=J &=OAK J=LAJAF?
JM;= 'ADD=J
,G?=J !J9Q
FF=LL= 1ADDGOK J=LAJAF? JA9F &==K 9NA< "MFL=J == ,G::AFK
!J9@9E *=JJQ *@ADAH :A?9AD

Executive
@A=> P=;MLAN= )>_;=J

9FFA=DD= '9;C=FRA=

Operations and Administration
JAKAK -MHHGJL '9F9?=J
<EAFAKLJ9LAGF '9F9?=J
E=J?=F;Q ,=DA=> GGJ<AF9LGJ
;;GMFL9FL
*9QJGDD KKAKL9FL
)>_;= 0GDMFL==J a 9FCAF?
)>_;= KKAKL9FL
#. -MHHGJL -=JNA;=K
)>_;= 0GDMFL==J

GFF9 9N9DGJG
F?=D9 19<=
FFA= GJJAF?LGF
'9JA9F GM;@´
,G:QF 1=<<=DD D9JC=
-L=N= QJF=
N *JGF= '9MJ==F 3GMF?
!J=? D=P9F<=J 'A;@9=D 19DD9;=
,G::A= AJ<

Counselling and Support Services
GMFK=DDAF? '9F9?=J
AF9F;A9D GMFK=DDAF? -=JNA;=K GGJ<AF9LGJ
GEEMFALQ 0AKALGJK -;@=E= GGJ<AF9LGJ
GEEMFALQ 0AKALGJK -;@=E= KKAKL9FL
*@GF= -MHHGJL -=JNA;=K GGJ<AF9LGJ
=FLJ= -MH=JNAKGJ
#F -@A>L -MHHGJL )>_;=JK
.J9AFAF? '9F9?=J
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%9L@A *9MF;R
"GFGJ9 GJ:=LL
"=D=F *GGC
9F9 GM<9?@A9F
&AF<9 (=O;GE:
$G *9L=JKGF
$AE =DD $G@F "9JJAK %9L= ';'9M?@ ,G<F=Q )O=F
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Financial Reports

Treasurer’s Report

.@AK J=HGJL AK HJ=K=FL=< OAL@ L@= AF9F;A9D ,=HGJL G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; -=H9J9L= 9;;GMFLK 9J=
C=HL >GJ ;=JL9AF 9;LANALA=K L@9L 9J= >MF<=< :Q L@= GEEGFO=9DL@ 9F< (-1 !GN=JFE=FLK .@=K= 9J= J=HGJL=<
separately in the Financial Reports.
2012-2013 has been a year where significant effort has been directed towards enhancing the future fundraising
;9H9:ADALA=K G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K =KH=;A9DDQ L@JGM?@ ALK J=L9AD 9;LANALA=K "GO=N=J L@AK @9K ;GE= 9L 9 K@GJL
L=JE ;GKL J=KMDLAF? AF 9 >MF<AF? K@GJL>9DD >GJ L@= Q=9J G>   9?9AFKL D9KL Q=9JK KMJHDMK G>  
.@= GH=FAF? G> L@= '9FDQ K@GH AF =;=E:=J  LG?=L@=J OAL@ J=DG;9LAGF 9F< =FD9J?=E=FL G> L@= == 1@Q
K@GH AF =9JDQ  ;GFLJA:ML=< LG 9  AF;J=9K= AF J=L9AD K9D=K .@=K= KLJGF? ?9AFK O=J= H9JLDQ G>>K=L :Q 9 >9DD AF
J=N=FM=K >JGE L@= ?GD> <9Q 9F< >JGE <GF9LAGFK .@= J=KLJM;LMJAF? G> GMJ J=L9AD GH=J9LAGFK 9DKG D=< LG @A?@=J KL9>>
and other related costs, including shop rental and rubbish removal.
.@= :=F=_LK G> L@AK J=L9AD =PH9FKAGF LG?=L@=J OAL@ L@= GH=FAF? G> GMJ F=O N9DGF K@GH L@AK M?MKL 9J= =PH=;L=<
to yield a much improved contribution from our retail activities towards funding our services in the coming year.
.MJFAF? LG GMJ GL@=J >MF<J9AKAF? 9;LANALA=K L@= F=L ;GFLJA:MLAGF >JGE :GGC >9AJK O9K AF DAF= OAL@ =PH=;L9LAGFK 9F<
overall book sales increased strongly as a result of the emphasis placed on achieving additional sales through our
Lifeline Northern Beaches shops.
In overall terms, whereas 2012-2013 has been a year of investment in our future fundraising capability, the
coming year will be one of consolidation, where it is expected that the net funds earned from our retail and
other fundraising activities will enable Lifeline Northern Beaches to fill the gap in funding for our counselling
and related services and their associated administrative and infrastructure costs, as well as provide for ongoing
development of these services to our community.
K O9K E=FLAGF=< D9KL Q=9J L@= (-1 !GN=JFE=FL AK HJGNA<AF? 9 L@J== Q=9J ?J9FL LG @=DH >MF< L=D=H@GF= ;JAKAK
KMHHGJL HJG?J9EK 9F< O= 9J= ?J9L=>MD LG @9N= J=;=AN=<   AF L@= H9KL Q=9J L@JGM?@ L@AK ?J9FL
1= 9DKG OAK@ LG L@9FC L@GK= AF<ANA<M9DK 9F< GJ?9FAK9LAGFK L@9L @9N= E9<= <GF9LAGFK 9K O=DD 9K HJGNA<=<
?GG<K 9F< K=JNA;=K >GJ K9D= L@JGM?@ GMJ J=L9AD K@GHK 9F< :GGC >9AJK .@=K= <GF9LAGFK <G EM;@ LG KMHHGJL GMJ
>MF<J9AKAF? 9;LANALA=K J=<M;= GMJ GH=J9LAF? ;GKLK 9F< AEHJGN= GMJ ;9H9:ADALA=K )F= KM;@ <GF9LAGF AF L@= H9KL Q=9J
>MF<=< L@= ;GKL G> 9 KA?FA_;9FL =PH9FKAGF G> GMJ   ;9H9:ADALQ
K 9 F=O E=E:=J G> L@= &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K G9J< # =KH=;A9DDQ OAK@ LG L@9FC GMJ 9;;GMFL9FL '9JA9F
Fouch´ along with all of our dedicated staff and teams of volunteers for their support. It is through their efforts
that we are able to provide and build on services that we deliver to our community.

Roger Gray
"GFGJ9JQ .J=9KMJ=J
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Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc

Audited Financial Report
for the Year Ended 30 June 2013

Statement by the Board

.@= G9J< @9K <=L=JEAF=< L@9L &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; AK FGL 9 J=HGJLAF? =FLALQ
.@= G9J< @9K <=L=JEAF=< L@9L L@AK KH=;A9D HMJHGK= AF9F;A9D ,=HGJL @9K :==F HJ=H9J=< AF 9;;GJ<9F;= OAL@ L@=
9;;GMFLAF? HGDA;A=K GMLDAF=< AF (GL=  LG L@= AF9F;A9D -L9L=E=FLK
In the opinion of the Board this Financial Report:
1. HJ=K=FLK >9AJDQ L@= _F9F;A9D HGKALAGF G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; 9K 9L L@=  $MF=  9F< ALK H=J>GJE9F;=
for the year ended on that date; and
2. 9L L@= <9L= G> L@AK -L9L=E=FL L@=J= 9J= J=9KGF9:D= ?JGMF<K LG :=DA=N= L@9L &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; OADD :=
able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.
.@AK -L9L=E=FL AK E9<= AF 9;;GJ<9F;= OAL@ 9 J=KGDMLAGF G> L@= G9J< 9F< AK KA?F=< >GJ 9F< GF :=@9D> G> L@= G9J< :Q

@9AJE9F

,,3 1#&&#'-

.J=9KMJ=J

,)!, !,3

9L=< L@AK FAFL@ <9Q G>

M?MKL
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Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc
Profit and Loss for the Year Ended 30th June 2013

2012/2013
$

2011/2012
$

Retail Operations
Donations and Bequests
Administration
Fundraising
Grants
Telephone Counselling
Personal Counselling
Interest

1,365,930
41,263
27,745
269,343
238,805
37,676
10,602
6,543

1,096,607
54,148
25,206
287,592
275,434
34,412
10,942
12,747

TOTAL

1,997,907

1,797,088

1,203,809

997,443

168,925
372,950
89,493

129,714
359,168
85,438

Welfare

24,291
40,871

18,513
30,666

TOTAL

2,065,437

1,788,102

(67,530)

8,986

INCOME

EXPENSES
Retail Operations
Fundraising
Telephone Counselling
Personal Counselling

SURPLUS
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Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc
Balance Sheet as at 30th June 2013

2012/2013
$

2011/2012
$

1,678,249
223,703
29,156
(67,530)

1,669,263
223,703
29,156
8,986

1,863,578

1,931,108

195,401
116,435
40,856
13,936
366,627

126,683
265,862
30,839
9,436
432,820

609,328

609,328

426,294

428,744

518,356

525,162

Deposits Held
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

70,460
18,790
1,643,229

40,318
13,290
1,616,842

TOTAL ASSETS

2,009,856

2,049,661

29,656
9,655

145
7,940

54,810
124,820

62,407
90,461

21,458
21,458

28,092
28,092

146,278

118,553

ACCUMULATED FUNDS
Add Asset Revaluation Reserve
Donated Assets at Valuation

These Funds are represented by:
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash at Bank
Development Funds
Debtors and Prepayments
Net GST
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
310 Sydney Road Land
310 Sydney Road Buildings
2/267 Harbord Road Land and Buildings

698,502
272,208
538,665
20,309

Fixtures, Fittings, Equipment,
115,196

Less: CURRENT LIABILITIES
Superannuation
Group Tax
Provision for Annual Leave
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES
TOTAL ASSETS Less TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,863,578

1,931,108
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Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc
Statements for Government Funded Activities for the Year Ended 30th June 2013

2012/2013
$
EMERGENCY RELIEF FUND (ERF)
Balance of Grant at 1st July 2012
Bank Interest

2011/2012
$

36

82

294
33,646

34
33,432

228

494

163
6,000

265
-

2,210
33,604
42

33,396
36

7,825
7,017
26,435
87,736
162,617

4,703
13,591
27,680
106,430
185,800

Less:
Bill Payment
Sundry
Wages

Balance of Grant at 30th June 2013
WELFARE FUNDING
Lifeline
Donated Food, Furniture & Clothing (est)
Christmas Hampers (est)

COMMUNITY VISITORS SCHEME (CVS)
Balance of Grant at 1st July 2012

70

77

Bank Interest

683
57,733

70
56,027

Less: Wages and Salaries
Superannuation
Travel
Training and volunteers

29,092
2,421
1,066
4,148

30,448
2,497
1,114
4,926

Balance of Grant at 30th June 2013

14,841
57,486
247

13,498
55,957
70

SENIOR VOLUNTEER SERVICE (SVS) - Service ceased at the end of 2012
Balance of Grant at 1st July 2012

(19)

(143)

Bank Interest

51
16,189

32
31,423

Less:

15,144
1,355
310
126

25,963
2,334
634
283

1,260
19,502

1,288
31,442

Wages & salaries
Superannuation
Training
Travel

Balance of Grant at 31st December 2012
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(3,314)

(19)

Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc
Notes to the Financial Statements for the Year Ended 30th June 2013

 -..'(. ) )/(.#(! *)&##.@AK AF9F;A9D ,=HGJL AK 9 KH=;A9D HMJHGK= _F9F;A9D J=HGJL HJ=H9J=< AF GJ<=J LG K9LAK>Q L@= _F9F;A9D J=HGJLAF?
J=IMAJ=E=FLK G> L@= KKG;A9LAGFK #F;GJHGJ9LAGF ;L  L@= @9JAL9:D= MF<J9AKAF? ;L  (-1 9F< L@=
GFKLALMLAGF G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; .@= G9J< @9K <=L=JEAF=< L@9L &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; AK
FGL 9 J=HGJLAF? =FLALQ 9F< L@=J=>GJ= L@=J= AK FG J=IMAJ=E=FL LG 9HHDQ 9;;GMFLAF? KL9F<9J<K 9F< GL@=J E9F<9LGJQ
HJG>=KKAGF9D J=IMAJ=E=FLK AF HJ=H9J9LAGF 9F< HJ=K=FL9LAGF G> L@=K= KL9L=E=FLK
.@= AF9F;A9D ,=HGJL @9K :==F HJ=H9J=< GF 9F 9;;JM9DK :9KAK 9F< AK :9K=< GF @AKLGJA;9D ;GKLK 9F< <G=K FGL L9C=
into account changing money values. Accounting policies have been consistently applied unless otherwise stated.
.@= >GDDGOAF? AK 9 KMEE9JQ G> L@= KA?FA_;9FL 9;;GMFLAF? HGDA;A=K 9<GHL=< AF L@= HJ=H9J9LAGF G> L@= AF9F;A9D
Report:
Income Tax and the GST
(G HJGNAKAGF >GJ AF;GE= L9P @9K :==F J9AK=< 9K &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; AK 9F #F;GE= .9P P=EHL @9JALQ
!-. AK J=HGJL=< IM9JL=JDQ GF 9 ;9K@ :9KAK LG L@= MKLJ9DA9F .9P9LAGF )>_;= DD AF9F;A9D -L9L=E=FLK 9J= =P;DMKAN=
G> 9FQ !-. ;GEHGF=FL =P;=HL >GJ L@= &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; 9D9F;= -@==L O@=J= MJJ=FL KK=LK
J=;GJ<K L@= F=L 9EGMFL G> !-. J=;GN=J9:D= >JGE L@= MKLJ9DA9F .9P9LAGF )>_;=
Presentation of Profit and Loss Statement
.@= *JG_L 9F< &GKK -L9L=E=FL AK HJ=K=FL=< AF 9 F=O >GJE9L J=`=;LAF? L@= ;GKLK 9KKG;A9L=< OAL@ L@= K=JNA;=K
HJGNA<=< :Q &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; .@= HJ=NAGMK Q=9J @9K :==F J=;D9KKA_=< LG HJGNA<= ;GEH9J9LAN=
information.
Fixed Assets
Fixed assets are all brought to account at cost.
.@= <=HJ=;A9:D= 9EGMFLK G> 9DD _P=< 9KK=LK 9J= <=HJ=;A9L=< GF 9 KLJ9A?@L DAF= :9KAK GN=J L@= MK=>MD DAN=K G> L@=
assets to Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc., commencing from the time the assets are held ready for use.
.@= <=HJ=;A9LAGF J9L=K MK=< >GJ =9;@ ;D9KK G> <=HJ=;A9:D= 9KK=L 9J=
Class of Fixed Asset
Buildings
Furniture, Fixtures and Fittings

Computers

%
2.5
10.0
10.0
25.0
33.3

'GJL?9?= &G9F
-L !=GJ?= 9FC &AEAL=< ;GFLAFM=K LG @GD< 9 EGJL?9?= GN=J L@= HJGH=JLQ 9L  -Q<F=Q ,G9< 9D?GOD9@ 9DL@GM?@
L@= DG9F MK=< >GJ L@= ;GFKLJM;LAGF G> L@= G>_;= GF L@9L HJGH=JLQ @9K FGO :==F H9A< GML AF >MDD .@= G9J< @GD<K
this mortgage account open to provide for any future operational and development needs.
Inventories
Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc. does not account for the value of shop trading stock, which is mainly second hand.
Loss of trading stock is provided for by insurance based on average receipts.
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Employee Entitlements
*JGNAKAGF AK E9<= 9K 9 ;MJJ=FL DA9:ADALQ >GJ L@= N9DM= G> 9FFM9D D=9N= GO=< LG =EHDGQ==K 9L :9D9F;= <9L=
*JGNAKAGF AK E9<= 9K 9 FGF ;MJJ=FL DA9:ADALQ >GJ L@= N9DM= G> DGF? K=JNA;= D=9N= >GJ =EHDGQ==K OAL@ ?J=9L=J L@9F LOG 9F< 9
half years’ service.
GFLJA:MLAGFK 9J= E9<= GF :=@9D> G> =EHDGQ==K LG KMH=J9FFM9LAGF >MF<K AF 9;;GJ<9F;= OAL@ -MH=J9FFM9LAGF !M9J9FL==
;L J=IMAJ=E=FLK
Government Funding
&A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; AK KMHHGJL=< :Q L@= (-1 "=9DL@ 'AFAKLJQ AF L@= >GJE G> 9 L@J== Q=9J ?J9FL .@= >MF<AF?
;GEE=F;=< GF L@=  $MDQ  9F<   O9K J=;=AN=< AF L@= Q=9J LG  $MF=  .@=K= >MF<K 9J= AF;DM<=< AF
!J9FLK AF L@= *JG_L 9F< &GKK -L9L=E=FL
Retail Operations
.@= >GDDGOAF? L9:D= HJGNA<=K 9<<ALAGF9D <=L9AD GF AF;GE= 9F< =PH=FK=K J=D=N9FL LG ,=L9AD )H=J9LAGFK
2012/13

2011/12
Surplus /

Income
Dee Why Shop
Kids Shop
Forestville Shop
Cremorne Shop
Warehouse and Distribution
Total

Surplus /

Expenses

Income

Expenses

205,186

126,897

78,289

201,105

134,663

66,442

210,074

181,767

28,307

174,229

137,558

36,671

38,572

43,641

(5,069)

91,806

88,306

3,500

194,191

158,756

35,435

196,668

144,251

52,417

231,829

164,448

67,381

225,944

155,730

70,214

191,591

145,977

45,614

130,260

141,683

(11,423)

240,951

124,579

116,372

-

-

-

53,536

257,744

(204,208)

76,595

195,252

(118,657)

1,365,930

1,203,809

162,121

1,096,607

997,443

99,164

 #( ),'.#)( ( &,.#)(- -*# # .) ." ",#.&
FUNDRAISING ACT 1991 (NSW).
MJAF? L@= Q=9J &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; J=;=AN=< F=L AF;GE= G>   >JGE >MF<J9AKAF? 9;LANALA=K .@= >MDD
amount of this has been applied towards the provision of services and the development of facilities.
.@= >GJEK G> >MF<J9AKAF? MK=< <MJAF? L@= _F9F;A9D Q=9J AF;DM<=< 9 ?GD> <9Q L@= 9FFM9D >=L= >GMJ :GGC >9AJK 9F< KMF<JQ
activities.

:

2012/2013
$
168,925

2011/2012
%
62.7

269,342
Net surplus from fundraising/

100,418

Total expenditure

37.3

Total income received

1,997,907

45.1

157,878

54.9

287,592
31.6

2,065,437
651,832

129,714

%

287,592

269,342
651,832

$

630,279

35.2

1,788,102
32.6

630,279

35.1

1,797,088

.GL9D ;GKLK G> K=JNA;=K =IM9DK LGL9D =PH=F<ALMJ= GF GMFK=DDAF? 1=D>9J= 9F< <EAFAKLJ9LAGF 9F< )>_;=
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Declaration by the Chairman in respect of fundraising appeals
# 9JJQ 1ADDA9EK @9AJE9F G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; <=;D9J= L@9L AF EQ GHAFAGF
9 the accounts give a true and fair view of all income and expenditure, and of the state of affairs of Lifeline
Northern Beaches Inc. with respect to fundraising appeals;
: the provisions of the Charitable Fundraising Act 1991 and the Regulations under that Act and the conditions
attached to the authority to fundraise have been complied with; and
; the internal controls exercised by Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc. are appropriate and effective in accounting
for all income received and applied from any of its fundraising appeals.

.......................................................................
Dated ninth August 2013
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Independent Audit Report
.G .@= '=E:=JK G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F;

# @9N= 9M<AL=< L@= 9LL9;@=< -H=;A9D *MJHGK= AF9F;A9D ,=HGJL G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; >GJ L@= Q=9J
=F<=< L@ $MF=  ;GEHJAKAF? L@= *JG_L 9F< &GKK -L9L=E=FL 9F< 9D9F;= -@==L # @9N= 9DKG ;GF<M;L=< 9F
9M<AL G> L@= -L9L=E=FLK >GJ !GN=JFE=FL MF<=< ;LANALA=K
.@= G9J< AK J=KHGFKA:D= >GJ L@= HJ=H9J9LAGF 9F< HJ=K=FL9LAGF G> L@= _F9F;A9D J=HGJLK 9F< L@= AF>GJE9LAGF
contained therein, and has determined that the basis of accounting used is appropriate to the needs of
members. I have conducted an independent audit of the financial reports in order to express an opinion on
them to the members. No opinion is expressed as to whether the basis of accounting used is appropriate to the
needs of the members.
.@= _F9F;A9D J=HGJL @9K :==F HJ=H9J=< >GJ <AKLJA:MLAGF LG E=E:=JK >GJ L@= HMJHGK= G> >MD_DDAF? L@= G9J<K
_F9F;A9D J=HGJLAF? J=IMAJ=E=FLK MF<=J L@= GFKLALMLAGF G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; # <AK;D9AE 9FQ
assumption of responsibility for any reliance on this report or on the financial report to which it relates to any
person other than the members, or for any purpose other than that for which it was prepared.
'Q 9M<AL @9K :==F ;GF<M;L=< AF 9;;GJ<9F;= OAL@ MKLJ9DA9F M<ALAF? -L9F<9J<K 'Q HJG;=<MJ=K AF;DM<=<
examination on a test basis of evidence supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the financial reports,
9F< L@= =N9DM9LAGF G> KA?FA_;9FL 9;;GMFLAF? =KLAE9L=K .@=K= HJG;=<MJ=K @9N= :==F MF<=JL9C=F LG >GJE 9F
opinion as to whether in all material respects the financial reports are presented fairly in accordance with the
J=IMAJ=E=FLK G> L@= GFKLALMLAGF G> &A>=DAF= (GJL@=JF =9;@=K #F; 9F< L@= KKG;A9LAGFK #F;GJHGJ9LAGF ;L
.@= 9M<AL GHAFAGF =PHJ=KK=< AF L@AK J=HGJL @9K :==F >GJE=< GF L@= 9:GN= :9KAK
+M9DA_;9LAGF
It is not practical for Lifeline Northern Beaches Inc to maintain an effective system of internal control over all
sources of income until their initial entry in the accounting records. Accordingly, my audit in relation to income
was limited to amounts recorded.
+M9DA_=< 9M<AL GHAFAGF
In my opinion, except for the effects, if any, of the matters referred to above, the financial report presents fairly in
accordance with the accounting policies described in Note 1 to the financial statements, the financial position of
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Registered Company Auditor
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In order to protect confidentiality, some photographs in this report are of simulations of telephone support, counselling sessions and support groups.
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